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Day 9A
Add the Meat:



Add the Meat

Today you will start by filling in more essential
parts to your loop beyond the drums and bass. 

Refer to your notes for the elements and
descriptions that make up the style you are

going for with your EP



Focus on groove

At this point, you don't want to concern
yourself with breakdowns, builds, effects or

any crazy edits or fills. 

Focus on the sounds that are the most essential
to the groove. The parts that will carry the song

for 5-7 minutes. 



Theme first

Don't get ahead of yourself. Think of it like
how you would make a movie. Right now we

are working on the theme. 

The theme always comes first (your starting
loop that defines your song). Next comes the
storyboard (your basic arrangement) and last
comes the special effects (details, edits, fx). 



Mid-Song Reference

Like you did when you started your loop, it's
good to have a reference song to compare &

keep you on track. 

Find a section that is in the middle of the song,
where the full groove has come together. This
should be the most danceable part of the song

preferably, if that is your style. 

The reference will keep you from adding too
much or too little to your groove. 



Don't lose it

As you add extra parts to your loop, make sure
to mute each new part to make sure you aren't
losing the groove when you bring it back in. 

If the loop suddenly loses some of its impact,
consider simplifying the part or changing how

it plays off the other parts. 

Think “call & response” with your parts so
everything has its own space & doesn't get

buried. 



Complex sounds

Some of the sounds you will want to
emulate will seem a bit complex & if
you aren't a pro sound designer, you

may feel stuck. 

Here are some of my solutions.



Break it down

Often, a sound that is complex is usually more
than 1 sound layered together. 

Like you did with your drum sounds, consider
your lows, mids & high frequencies as separate
sounds (often they are). This will simplify the

process of reconstructing a sound. 



Approximate

Attempting to create an exact sound can not
only kill your momentum, but will also tend to

make your music less interesting.

Usually it's because you heard it somewhere
else, so it's not the most original idea in your

head. 

Instead, get close to the sound you are looking
for, but allow yourself to let go and be guided

by the moment. 



Don't be afraid of presets 

Presets might not be the most exciting sounds
& some are just plain bad, but presets can also

be a great starting point. 

A few basic tweaks of a preset might be all that
is needed to get close to a sound you are going

for. 

This makes more sense than starting from
scratch. Also make sure to save your tweaks as

new presets that you can use later. 



Samples

I've said it before, but samples can be a huge
time saver. Whatever sounds you are going for

has likely already been made. 

Remember that samples can be manipulated in
countless ways to fit your needs. 

Don't let your ego keep you from this resource.
Any producer creating a lot of music is using

samples, trust me. 



Remember to stop

Remember that we are just getting the
“theme” of our song. So once you have a
solid groove with the essentials to your

style, stop. 

You are now ready for the next step



Day 9B

Arrangement:
Intros & Outros



From Loop to Song  

The simple act of stretching your short loop
over 6 or 7 minutes forces you to start looking

at it as a full song in progress. 

The first logical step in treating your long loop
as a song is to create an intro & an outro



Duplicate time

1. Highlight your loop

2. Control or Command L to put loop brackets around it|

3. Right Click on loop bracket & choose Duplicate Time



Repeat the process

Once again click to highlight the extended loop
bracket & then right click to duplicate. 

Alternatively you can use the shortcut 
Control or Command Shift D



Stop around 6-7 minutes

When your loop is stretched to 6 to 7 minutes you're good.
You can always extend or cut the length later. 



Borrow your arrangement
(for now)

There are many ways to structure a 
song, but most songs in a certain style 

follow a basic format. 

Since our goal is to finish an EP within 30
days, we are going to shortcut the process of

overthinking by borrowing the structure 
of another song.



Create a reference track

1. Create a new audio track, name it “reference” and make it 
your 1st track.

2. Next drag in & warp your reference song so it lines up with
your tempo.



Easy breakdowns

3. Inspect your reference song & find where the breaks are 
(easy to spot as there is less going on)

4. Anywhere you see a break, remove your kick drums from 
that part of your song. You can fill in the details or make 
changes later, but now you know where your breaks are & 
can build your song accordingly. 



Intros and outros

Intros & outros are the easiest part of the
songwriting process. You already have your groove
and you just need to simplify the beginning & end. 

Nothing is set in stone at this stage, so don't worry
that it isn't perfect. 



Think of your original loop with all the “meat” as
the peak of your track. Something you are building

up to in your song. If you give it all away in the
beginning, you are left with no surprises. 

No surprises equals boring



Tension & Release

Throughout your song your job is to build tension
& release it. This creates the excitement in the song
and keeps people interested in continuing to listen.

The easy way to do this is to remove an element for
a certain amount of time & then put it back in. This

can be removing the kick drum, bass or hi hat.
Anything that drives the energy of your song.  



Intro

The trick of the intro is to create an interesting
groove with as few elements as necessary. 

Loop your first 16 bars & get to work.

I would suggest removing your bass, hooks, leads
& perhaps your main hi hat, but it is really up to
you. Just strip it down until it feels right to you. 

Preferably, you should still be able to nod 
your head to the intro. 

• If your reference song is shorten & has a
shorter intro, go with what fits your style

instead of the standard 
16-32 bar intro. 



Intro Cont.

Once you have your 16 bar intro, you'll want to
duplicate it onto the next 16 bars. Now your intro

will be 32 bars. 

Next loop from bar 17-33 and figure out an element
or 2 that you can add back to your song without

giving too much away. 

Although styles & genres have different “rules”,
you're probably good to continue to keep the bass

out through this intro. 

Remember, nothing is set in stone.



Outro

Once you have your intro, your
bar outro is generally just the

reverse of your intro (for now). 



This can be done by looping your first 16 bars Cut Time & then
undo (just like you did with your alternative basslines) and then

paste on the first track at the final 16 bars(below). 



Do the same for bars 17-33 and paste into the previous
16 bars at the end of your song. 



Congrats! 
You've got your intro, outro & your breaks

located. It's starting to look like a song already
& you haven't broken a sweat!



Homework

1. Create your intro  

Remember to go with your reference song if it is not the standard 16 bar intro.


